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Release Notes for Patch Release#2521

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.2-rev18
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.2-rev17
Open-Xchange AppSuite EAS 7.6.2-rev13
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend6 6.22.9-rev14
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequentlyto shipping Patch Release #2496.
34961 Contacts do not synchronize on a HTC with Android 4.4.3HTC does not take care of the limit for collection lists returned by the server. If a HTC User starteda manual resync while the initial sync wasn’t finished or if he have a lot of contacts it was possible,that no contact is synced. Now we implemented a new limit to avoid these problems.
36269 OX6 Setup-Assistant lacks support for Google and Xing O-AuthIn the Open-Xchange 6 UI was no input option for Xing and Google O-Auth Authentication.O-Auth Authentication support was added with this bugfix.
36941 Halo view empty without GAB permissionsWithout Global Addressbook permissions the detailed Halo-view was empty, even if the contactwas saved in an other contact folder. A wrong require check was fixed and the detailview is alsodisplayed without GAB permissions.
37368 Tasks cannot be loaded if title is emptyWith App Suite it is not allowed to create a task without a title. But it was possible to create a taskwith an old UI or an other client. This was adjusted an we are now also displaying tasks without title.
37378 Wrong contact data shown after creating distribution listAfter creating a new distribution list the last folder was selected without any contact was marked.Now switching folder to the folder where the distribution list was created.
37408 Rename a folder leads to an error in subfolderAfter renaming a parent folder an error was displayed if you navigate to a subfolder. The folder-model, of the renamed folder, was using an old collection of subfolders with wrong ids. Now thefolder gets a new collection with correct ids, so subfolders can be used again and no error occur.Has to be verified by customer with SmartDrive.
37505 Shared folder symbol displayed after error messageAfter sharing a folder to a webmail user an error occurred and behind the foldername the cloudsymbol was wrongly displayed. Because sharing a folder to a webmail user is not possible, thecloud symbol is no longer displayed after this error occurred.
37790 Calendar: delete email address with backspace key not workingAfter typing first letters of email address and choosing an address with your keyboard in the drop-down list, it was impossible to delete entered characters with backspace.After missing keyhandler for backspace was added, it is possible to use the backspace key again.
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37809 ERROR Message=’Unexpected error: null’ is displayed after a mail is marked as spamWhen marking a mail as spam the log shows ”Unexpected error: null” regarding spam handling.This was fixed by adding null guards to only apply spam logic to non-null references. Has to beverified by customer.
37815 Misalignement of user names in accepted appointmentMissing CSS code led to the displacement, so if an user changed his status and added a comment,the other user was set in one line with the last line of the comment. With implementing new CSSCode the view changed back to the old view, now both users are displayed in the same line.
37938 Primary mail address already exists in this contextImplemented an enhanced error message for the error ”Primary mail address already exists in thiscontext” for further investigations.
38067 IMAP folders with special names can not be renamed: ”ERROR Unclosed group near
index <foldername>”A folder with special names starting or ending with: ”]—{}=()” for example cannot be renamed.Now no new folders can be created with those special charakters and old existing imap folders canbe renamed.

3 Tests
Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we adviseguided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or productionenvironment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
34961, 36269, 36941, 37368, 37378, 37408, 37505, 37790, 37809, 37815, 37938, 38067,
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